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In this paper we generalize the classical Bernstein theorem concerning the 
absolute convergence of the Fourier series of Lipschitz functions. More precisely, 
we consider a group G which is finite dimensional, compact, and separable and 
has an infinite, closed, totally disconnected, normal subgroup D, such that G/D 
is a Lie group. Using this structure, we define in a natural way the notion of 
Lipschitz condition, and then prove that a function which satisfies a Lipschitz 
condition of order greater than (dim G + 1)/2 belongs to the Fourier algebra 
of G. 
A classical theorem of Bernstein states that a function on the one-dimensional 
torus which satisfies a Lipschitz condition of order greater than i has an abso- 
lutely convergent Fourier series. Generalizations of this theorem have been 
considered by many authors. In the case of the n-dimensional torus, a Lipschitz 
condition of order exceeding n/2 is required to obtain the absolute convergence 
of the Fourier series [8]. Stinespirng [6] and Ragozin [5] have extended this 
result to compact Lie groups. The case of compact, separable, Abelian, totally 
disconnected groups was done by Walker [7], who also did the case for general 
compact, separable, Abelian gruoups [8]. Th e non-Abelian compact separable 
totally disconnected case was done by Benke [1, 21. 
The local structure theory for compact separable finite-dimensional groups 
implies that such a group is either a Lie group, a totally disconnected group, 
or a group G with an infinite totally disconnected, closed, normal subgroup D 
such that G/D is a nontrivial Lie group. In this paper we consider this last 
remaining case. 
We begin by recalling some definitions [3]. Let G be a compact group. Let o 
be an equivalence class of continuous irreducible unitary representations of G. 
The set of all such D is called the dual object of G and is denoted by 2:. For each 
u E Zfix a U(O) E o and let H, be the Hilbert space in which Vu) acts. The dimen- 
sion of H, is denoted by d,, and called the degree of a; it is necessarily finite. A 
trigonometric polynomial is a function on G of the form 
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where the sum is finite, A, E B(H) (the operators on E&), and tr is the ordinary 
trace. In each H, we also fix a conjugation D, ; then 0;’ is defined to be 
DolJrjDo. Forf E L1(G) the Fourier transformfis defined by 
(f(u)& li’) = j, (@‘5, T> f(x) dx. 
The Fourier series off is 
T d, trf(a) lJ>‘. 
Define &(Z) to be the set of functions E: .Z + (JO B(H,) such that E(o) E B(H,). 
We consider the following norms on 6. 
II E Ill = c 4, tr I E(a)l, 
n 
where / E(a)1 is the positive definite part of E(a). 
II E 11,” = c 4, tr E(u) E(u)“, 
0 
where E(o)” is the adjoint of E(o). 
II El/m = SUP II -&)I~, 
where I/ I/ is the operator norm in H, . Let 
We then have 
with I/ Ijr > /I //a > /I Ijm . The subspaces ~7~(2) are Banach spaces under their 
respective norms. In fact, under the pairing 
(E, F) = 1 do tr E(u) F(u)- 
0 
&=(Z) is the dual space of &r(Z) and &a(Z) is a Hilbert space. According to the 
Peter-Weyl theorem f -p is an isomorphism of the Hilbert spaces L2(G) and 
b,(Z). The Fourier algebra R(G) is defined to be the inverse image of &‘JZ) 
under the Fourier transform and 11 f/In(c) is defined to be /ifl], . Membership 
in the Fourier algebra is the generalization of absolute convergence of the Fourier 
series which we are considering in this paper. 
From here on we will consider G to be separable and finite dimensional as 
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well as compact. According to the structure theory for such groups, G has a 
totally disconnected, closed, normal subgroup D such that G/D is Lie group 
[4, p. 3351. Necessarily, dim G/D = dim G. We suppose that G/D is nontrivial 
and that D is infinite. The structure theory asserts, moreover, that there is 
a neighborhood of e which is the product of a local lie group and D. Our analysis 
will take place almost entirely on such a neighborhood, and therefore we will 
first discuss the neighborhoods in some detail. 
Let H be a compact Lie group, with Lie algebra !+j. If ( I:),, is an inner product 
on 5, then the formula 
(X I Y> = jH (AWX I Wx>Y>o dx 
defines an inner product on 5 which induces a bi-invariant Riemannian structure 
for H. The local geodesics corresponding to this structure are just the cosets 
of the one-parameter subgroups. If p denotes the induced arc-length metric on H, 
and // 11 denotes the norm on & corresponding to the inner product ( I ), then 
for all sufficiently small E > 0, 
f&k) = {x E H I ,4x, 4 -=c 4 
is in bijective correspondence with the ball 
under the exponential map. 
Some useful observations concerning these balls are: 
for sufficiently small E and E’. (1) 
Let X1 ,..., X, be a basis in sj which is orthonormal with respect to ( / ). 
If t, ,..., t, denote coordinates with respect to this basis, then the volume of a 
set A C sj is defined by 
vol(A) = jA dt, .-- dt, . (2) 
The vectors Xi ,..., X, induce an invariant set of l-forms wi ,..., w, on H and 
the formula 
(3) 
defines a Haar measure on H. Suppose {A,},“=, is a sequence of measurable sets 
such that A, is contained in {x E 5j 1 /I x /I < l/n}; then 
i+m vol(A,)/m(exp A,) = 1. (4) 
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This follows since for n sufficiently large, 
m(exp A,) = JAicF(t, ,..., tn) dt, ... dt, , (5) 
whereFis analytic with Taylor expansionF(t, ,..., tn) = 1 + higher order terms. 
Returning now to the original group G, we have a neighborhood of the form 
B(r) D, where $(r) = B,(r), ~7 being th e natural homomorphism of G onto 
G/D, and p being some bi-invariant arc-length metric. The following hold: 
7 is a homeomorphism on B(r). (6) 
Every element of B(r) commutes with every element of D. 
Every element in B(r) D has a unique expression in form Zd, 
where 1 E B(r) and d E D. 
(7) 
(8) 
If Id, Z’d’E B(r) D so that 11’ E B(r), then 1 dl’ d’ E B(r) D. (9) 
By (7) it follows that the product group structure on B(r) D coincides with the 
group structure on G. 
If A C B(r) and B C D are measurable sets, it can be shown that the Haar 
measures on G/D and D can be so normalized that 
m&W = m,,&(4) ‘~DP). (10) 
Suppose an invariant Riemannian structure on G/D is fixed so that the normali- 
zation for (10) is consistent with formula (3). If Y’ < r and D’ is an open subgroup 
of D, then it follows from (4) and (10) that 
!j,% vol(log B,(Y’)) m,(D’)h,(B(r’) D’) = 1; (11) 
that is, there exists a constant C so that 
F?. WdimGmD(D’)/mG(B(r’) D’) = 1. ’ , (12) 
Moreover, from (5) it follows that there exist positive constants C, and C, 
such that, for any measurable EC B,(r) 
Cl vol(log E) < m,,,(E) .< C, vol(log E). (13) 
Combining this with (10) gives for measurable A C B(r) and B C D, 
cl vol(log 17(A)) m,(B) e m,(AB) < C, vol(log v(A)) w(B). (14) 
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A functionf on G satisfies a left Lipschitz condition of order cz > 0 if there 
exist a neighborhood base D = D,3 Dl r) .*. of e consisting of open normal 
subgroups and a constant C such that for every h = I d E B(Y) D 
where d E D,-,\D, . Right Lipschitz conditions are defined analogously. That 
a function satisfies a right Lipshitz condition of order o! if and only if it satisfies 
a left Lipschitz condition of order OL is seen as follows. 
1 f(Z dx) - f(x)1 = 1 f(dplZ-lZ dx) - f(Z dx)j 
but since d-1 and Z-l commute, p(qZ, e) = p($l, e), 1-l E D,\D,,, , and 1 dx 
runs through G as x runs through G, the assertion follows. 
In preparation for the proof of the main theorem, we define some sequences 
of neighborhoods and functions. With {Da)& as above and r so that B(r) D 
is a product neighborhood of the identity in G, put for n = 1, 2,... 
Y - ~+Dnh n- 6, = r,n-3, 
& = B(&) D, , Tn = W,) D, > u, = Wn + ha) D, > 
Vn = B(y, + 2&J D, , Wn = B(r,-, - L) D,-, , 
ST, = m(S,)-1, t, = m(T,)-l, 
etc. Note that S,, C T, C lJ, C V, for n = I, 2,.... Since M(D,) < m(D,-,)I2 
it follows that Vn C W, for n = 2, 3,.... Letting ZA denote the indicator function 
of the set A, let 
Put Go = t&, where To = B(Y) D, and 
It is useful to observe the following: 
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Al * W) 2 0 for x E U, , 
4n * &L(X) G 0 for x E T,,-.,jU, , 
(17) 
Aa * E&> = 0 for x 6 T,-, . (18) 
(19) LEMMA. swz II @n Ill < 0. 
Proof. Since s @,, = 1 and 0 = s 6, = J”#,, * E, , it follows that s Dp, = 1. 
If @,+ and @,,- denote the positive and negative parts of QIz , respectively, then 
11 Qn [I1 = JQn + 2 J Qn- = 1 + 2 J Qp,-. It therefore suffices to prove that 
supn jGn- < 00. Note that 
where mK. = \\ QZk I}- = t, + CF=, uj - W? . Hence 
We have 
(wk - mk-Jh+l = il (w, - Uq-dlLl ) 
where for notational convenience we let ua = t, . But, 
wq - uq-l = m(uq-l\Wq)/mPq> m(Uq-Jj 
which by (14) gives 
WY3 - r&l = 0 ( 
v4k dUa-l\ W*N 
vol(log rlW,> VoUlog 7 u,-J md(D,-d ) ’
Letting d = dim G and using the definition of U,-rfand W, and the formula 
for volumes of balls in Euclidean space, this last term is 
A simple application of the mean-value theorem together with the definition of 
6, shows 
wq - uq-l = O(r,=4-1q-3). 
Since rzi1qe3 increases with q, 
i wq - up-1 = O(r,&%-2). 
9=1 
(21) 
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Moreover, since t,-, = O(Y&‘) it follows from (20) that 
which proves the lemma. 
(22) LEMMA. There exists a subsequence of {@,,}~zo which converges in the 
weak* topology of M(G) to a measure of the form g + 13, where g E Ll(G), c > 0, 
and 6 is the unit mass at the identity of G. 
Proof. That a subsequence of (CJJ~=~ converges in the weak* topology of 
M(G) follows from (19) and Alaoglu’s theorem. Since QPn(x) = QJ~(x) for 
x E G\T, for all n > N, it follows that {Qltl}&, converges pointwise to a con- 
tinuous function g on G\(e). Therefore the weak* limit has the form g + ~8. 
It remains to show that c > 0. We write 
Since g,(x) = Qp,-r(x) f or x E G\T,-, , glZb converges to g on G\(e). It follows 
that II Qnk IL 1~ “2 converges weak* to ~8. Since c = limk,, 11 @,,n Ilrn m(T,J, 
it suffices to show that lim,,, inf II Qp, Ilm/tn > 0. We have 
(23) 
where we - up-r > 0 for all 4. But, 
%/t, = %~@,,(r,)) mD(Dn)/mdB,(r~ i- an)) mD(Dn)y (24) 
which for rz sufficiently large is by (13) 
Moreover, using (21) and the fact that t, = O(rz+‘) we have 
il @a - %dtn =cqq, 
which proves the lemma. 
THEOREM. If f satis$es a Lipschitz condition of order exceeding (dim G + I)/2 
then f belongs to R(G). 
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Pmof. By (22) there is a subsequence {dj,,,, - @,,},“=, which converges weak* 
to g - cPo + c6 with g - @s EP(G). Let lu,, = @“?, - @s . For each D E 2, 
PrJa) converges to (g - @Jo) -L cI~, . By the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma 
there exists a finite set N C Z such that 
(g - @o)~(Gc < c/4 for cr$N. (25) 
Let MC C be any finite set. There exists an integer L(N, M) such that 
II AL - (9 - @dA(u) - 4, IL < 44 (26) 
for (T E M\N. From (25) and (26) it follows that 
for OE M\N. (27) 
Suppose f E D(G); then 
By (27) this last term does not exceed c/2 l\p(u)llr for u E M\N. Hence, for 
u E M\N we have c/2 llf^(u)i\a < Ij !?‘L(u){(u)lII and therefore 
Since s 5, = 0 for n > 1 and sup .$, C W,, we have 
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We now suppose f satisfies a Lipschitz condition of order 0~. Since [/ 5, /I < 2, 
it follows from (29) that 
II La *f I12 = O(P(d eY + %(W), 
where -y-l = Id. Moreover, since y-l E W, , p($, e) = O(r,). It follows that 
I/ E, *f II2 = Wna). (30) 
Noting that 11 $la 11s = O(Y;@+~)/~ ), where d = dim G, and using (30) in (28) 
give 
Since rn < 2?r and since all estimates used to obtain the right member of the 
preceding line were independent of M, we have f E 52(G) if 01 > (d + 1)/2. 
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